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BARWON HEADS
CONTEXT
Barwon Heads is a seaside town located on the southern
Bellarine Peninsula at the mouth of the Barwon River. It is
located 5km west of Ocean Grove and 18km south east
of Geelong city. To the north of the town lies the Barwon
River and the Lake Connewarre system. To the west is
the Lake Connewarre State Game Reserve, Murtnaghurt
Lagoon and the 13th Beach Golf Links Resort.
Barwon Heads is located between the two growth area
locations of Armstrong Greek to the north west and
Ocean Grove to the east.
Traditionally a quiet retiree and holiday township, its role
has changed over the last three decades. Today the
Barwon Heads area is a commuter residential area for
Geelong and a popular holiday destination for both holiday
home owners and daytrippers.

WHAT IS A STRUCTURE PLAN?
A structure plan is the strategic
framework for the growth and
development of a town or
specific area. Structure Plans
identify:
• strategic planning issues to
manage growth and change
• community visions and
aspirations
• elements of the town’s
character and natural
environment to be protected
• preferred future direction for
new growth, development and
infrastructure
• a structure plan map
A structure plan is used by
Council to apply local planning
policy, planning zones and
overlays to guide new
development and protect the
existing character of the town.
The Barwon Heads Structure
Plan is implemented through
Clause 21.14 of the greater
Geelong Planning Scheme.
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PROJECT GIVENS

PURPOSE OF THE
REVIEW - THE NEED
The City of Greater Geelong adopted the current Barwon
Heads Structure Plan in January 2010. However, the plan
preparation process commenced over 10 years ago and
took over three years to adopt.

The Structure Plan Update and associated engagement
activities will be undertaken within the following ‘givens’.
These are the elements of the process and existing
planning policy that are not under review:

It’s now time to update the Structure Plan to make sure
it meets the community’s changing needs, particularly
around demographics, development pressures, housing
diversity, residential character, the rural and natural
environment, climate change, flooding, transport and
infrastructure.

•

Evidence and community aspirations will inform and
guide professional responses to current issues.
Any potential change to the settlement boundary
will be considered in the context of state and local
planning policies.
There is a need to build new houses within established
areas to achieve Council’s adopted policy position
in the Housing Diversity Strategy 2008 and the
residential character of Barwon Heads.
Maintaining and even strengthening existing open
space and wetlands is an important part of the Update
to meet our local, state and international obligations.
Council will make a decision on the adoption of
the updated Structure Plan. The ultimate decision
on the details of the Structure Plan rests with
the State Planning Minister. It is likely that an
independent Planning Panel will hear submissions
on a future planning scheme amendment and make
recommendations.

•

•

The study area for the Structure Plan Update is set out in
the map below. It has not changed from the last update of
the Structure Plan.

•

•

MAP 1: STUDY AREA
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STRUCTURE PLAN
REVIEW PROCESS
There are nine broad steps with associated community
engagement opportunities, to update the Structure Plan.
They are set out in the figure below.
We are at the start of the Structure Plan process which
should be completed sometime in 2018. It is anticipated
Council will adopt the Barwon Heads Structure Plan in the
middle of 2017.
Following this it is necessary to formallly amend the Greater
Geelong Planning Scheme to implement any new directions
from the structure plan.

ut

STAGE

1.
PREPARATION
Communication to
make sure everyone
understands the
structure plan purpose,
process for its update
and how to get
involved.
Gather background
information to underpin
the Update
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2.
RECRUITMENT
Confirming
participation in
the engagement
activities. Look out
for details on how
to be involved in the
September edition of
Talking Heads

3.
ENGAGEMENT
EVENTS
Central
representative
workshop (All
welcome), interest
group workshops,
drop-in sessions,
online input.

NOVEMBER 2016

OCTOBER 2016

SEPTEMBER 2016

AUGUST 2016

TIMING

inp
r
u
yo

4.
WHAT WE KNOW AND
WHAT WE HEARD
Engagement report
outlining the key
issues facing the
township, what was
heard during the
engagement and what
is important to the
community.
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ut

t

2ND HALF OF 2017
7.
PLANNING SCHEME
AMENDMENT
The Barwon Heads
Structure Plan will
be exhibited as a
Planning Scheme
Amendment. There
will be an opportunity
to make a formal
submission on the
Structure Plan.
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2018

6.
ADOPTION
Barwon Heads
Structure
Plan Update
adopted by
Council.

2018

5.
RESPONSE
Draft Structure
Plan Update
development
and released
for further
community
feedback.
Feedback
sessions.

POST JULY 2017

MARCH/APRIL 2017

ur
yo

np
ri
u
yo

u
inp

8.
PLANNING PANEL
A hearing will be
held by Planning
Panels Victoria.
Submitters
will have the
opportunity to be
heard at the Panel.

9.
MINISTER
APPROVAL
Planning Panels
Victoria to make
recommendations
to Council and then
Council to forward
the final Structure
Plan to the Minister
for approval.
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EXISTING STRUCTURE PLAN
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EXISTING STRUCTURE
PLAN VISION AND
DIRECTIONS
VISION
The vision for Barwon Heads as set out in the Bellarine
Peninsula Strategic Plan (2006 – 2016) :
“In the year 2016 Barwon Heads will be a unique,
sustainable, residential and environmental hub; a
landlocked community surrounded by pristine river, coast
and wetlands. An intimate community which supports
all age groups and provides a place of belonging for
residents and visitors alike; where human impact is
managed to support the fragile natural surroundings by:
•
•
•

Clearly defined limitations on urban development
Protecting and nurturing natural surroundings by
managing human footprint
Supporting walking, cycling, fishing, sailing, surfing,
swimming and generally enjoying what our coastal
village has to offer in an environmentally sensitive
way”.

The Urban Design Framework for Barwon Heads (2003)
(UDF) sets out a vision for the township based on
community aspirations for the future of the township.
“A place that is defined by the natural landscape features
that surround it – the Bellarine Peninsula’s ‘island’
community.

‘Principles’ and ‘Directions’
The Barwon Heads Structure Plan sets out ‘Principles’ and
‘Directions’ that are grouped into the following themes:
•
•
•
•
•

Urban growth
Infrastructure
Housing
Natural environment
Economic development and employment

The ‘Principles’ within each theme are set out below:
URBAN GROWTH
•

•

To protect the unique character of Barwon Heads
as a small coastal village located within a sensitive
environmental and significant landscape setting.
To maintain a compact urban form and avoid outward
sprawl.

INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•

To encourage the provision of a range of social and
community services commensurate with the size and
role of the township.
To provide an improved transport, parking and
movement network, including pedestrian and cyclist
linkages and public transport options, which achieves
sustainability objectives.

SETTLEMENT AND HOUSING
•

To ensure that future housing development
complements the character of Barwon Heads and
provides for a variety of housing sizes and types.

A town of diverse character where development is largely
nestled into the coastal vegetation, or if development
is not tucked away, it is honestly expressed and well
designed.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

A place where the informal qualities are retained,
because it is these elements that give the town its special
character, and where the interface of the town with the
ocean, wetlands, river and rural land demonstrates an
environmental sensitivity.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT

A township where people can walk safely, and experience
a strong sense of nearness to the water through buildings
and vegetation that highlight the coastal environment and
unique landforms.

•

•

•

•

A place where a diverse and environmentally aware
community want to live and visit”.
A copy of the current Barwon Heads Structure Plan can be
viewed at:
www.geelongaustralia.com.au/council/yoursay or
available to view at 100 Brougham Street, Geelong or
Ocean Grove Customer Service Centre, Cnr Presidents
Avenue and The Avenue, Ocean Grove
BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016

Protect the landscape character of the town and
ecological sensitivity of the surrounding environment.

To encourage a diverse mix of uses and activities in
Hitchcock Avenue, including within any expansion of
the village centre.
To encourage the development of the town centre
which enhances its coastal setting and retains the
traditionally scaled and proportioned lot sizes in the
street.
To encourage the provision of additional tourist
accommodation and related services and
infrastructure which is responsive to the coastal
setting and environment.

RURAL AREAS
•

To ensure the preservation of the surrounding rural
landscape and setting of Barwon Heads.
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Question:
Are the ‘Principles’ and ‘Vision’
statements still relevant? What are the
threats and opportunities?
MAP 2: EXISTING STRUCTURE PLAN
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2010 STRUCTURE
PLAN
A number of actions have been implemented into the Greater Geelong Planning Scheme following the adoption of the Barwon
Heads Structure Plan 2010. There are also a number of other directions that have been implemented since 2010. Key
matters that have been implemented are set out in the map below. Some of these are discussed in more detail in the relevant
sections of this Issues Paper.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Properties along Hitchcock Avenue to the north of the City between Ozone Road and Bridge Road were rezoned from
Residential 1 to Mixed Use Zone.
A Design and Development Overlay – Schedule 25 for town centre design standards was applied to the Barwon Heads
Town Centre
Properties along Stephens Parade were rezoned from Residential 1 to Low Density Residential Zone.
A Significant Landscape Overlay – Schedule 8 (SLO8) was applied to areas fronting on to the Barwon River.
An updated Barwon Heads Parking and Transport Study was adopted in 2010.
A Significant Residential Tree Assessment has been undertaken for Warrenbeen Court, Barwon Heads to inform this
Structure Plan update.
A residential character study is currently being prepared to assist the Structure Plan update. Emerging issues are
discussed in this Issues Paper.
A Bellarine Peninsula – Corio Bay Local Coastal Hazard Assessment Inundation Report has been prepared to assist with
the impacts of sea level rise from Climate Change.
The Increased Housing Diversity Area within 400m of the Town Centre has been retained. Changes made by the State
Government to residential zones under VC116 have meant that this area is now zoned as Residential Growth Zone
3. Other changes made under VC116 have resulted in residential zones for General Residential and Neighbourhood
Residential.

MAP 3: IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS COMPLETED OR UNDERWAY
Legend
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Applied Significant Landscape Overlay 8
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DEMOGRAPHICS
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POPULATION

VISITORS

Barwon Heads is a small town with a current estimated
residential population of 3,6321. The estimated residential
population for 2015 is 4,147.

A significant number of tourists and holiday makers visit
Barwon Heads during the summer holiday period. The
peak overnight population for the months of December
2005/ January 2006 is 11,924. This has increased 13.2%
from the peak overnight population of 10,531 during
December 2005/ January 2006.

Forecasts for Barwon Heads provided by ID Forecasts
are only provided for an area that include Barwon Heads
- Connewarre - Breamlea (not Barwon Heads township
only). The forecasts provide statistics for the urban
Barwon Heads area and surrounding rural areas. Since the
population and anticipated residential growth in the rural
areas is limited, most growth within this area would be
within Barwon Heads itself and therefore statistics for this
larger area still provide a good indicator of growth for the
Barwon Heads Urban Area.
Statistics for the Barwon Heads - Connewarre - Breamlea
area show that the forecast population is set to slow
considerably. In the 15 years from 2016 to 2031 the
population is anticipated to grow by only 5.4% or 0.36%
each year. The population grew at significantly higher rates
than this between 2007 and 2015 at 34.8% or 4.35% per
year.
Population growth is based on a number of factors, but
key to this is potential housing supply. Under the current
structure plan housing supply in greenfield areas will run
out over the next five years and concurrently population
growth will slow. Infill growth will occur, but is harder to
predict. For this household development rates can be
compared for trends.
(see section on Housing Development).
Population forecast for Barwon Heads – Connewarre
- Breamlea

2016
4,493

2021
4,619

2026
4,685

2031
4,738

As a coastal tourist township Barwon Heads experiences
relatively high dwelling vacancy rates at 33% in 2011;
compared with 13% for all of Greater Geelong. Dwelling
vacancy rates have been in decline since the early 1980s,
when they were around 45%.

1

Note that this is an experimental estimate based on ERP
at the SA1 level. It is subject to review after the next Census data
release and may not match .id's population forecasts.
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The peak overnight population for Barwon Heads is still
considerably lower than the peak overnight population for
a similar sized township like Portarlington of 16,678.

Barwon Heads has:
• A population of 3,632
• A 2031 forecast population for
Barwon Heads - Connewarre –
Breamlea of 4,738.
• A relatively high dwelling
vacancy rate of 33% that is
currently decreasing.
• A high number of visitors during
the summer holiday peak.
• A changing age structure with
more parents and homebuilders
in their 30s and 40s.
• A growing population of primary
school aged children.
• An ageing population, but the
proportion of older people is
decreasing.
• A relatively wealthy population
with low unemployment.
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AGE STRUCTURE

INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT

The age structure of Barwon Heads has changed over the
years. In the early 1980s the town was a popular retiree
township with over 30% of people being older than 60
years. The percentage of people over 60 years old has
now dropped to 20%; whereas parents and homebuilders
aged between 35 to 49 has increased from around 10%
in the early 1980s to 25% in 2011. People aged between
35 to 49 in 2011 overall in Greater Geelong is lower at
20%.

Barwon Heads can be considered a relatively wealthy
township. Median household income of $1,397 is one
of the highest for Geelong and compares to the overall
Greater Geelong median of $1,049. People in the highest
household income quartiles at 29.9%, has increased
significantly from 19.3% in 2001 and compares to
19.5% for Geelong. In 2011 Barwon Heads had a low
unemployment rate of 2.6% compared to 5.6% for
Geelong. This is also an indicator of the change of the
township as a focus for retirees, since popular retirement
townships such as Portarlington tend to have high
unemployment and low income rates.

There is also a high number of primary school aged
children in Barwon Heads in 2011 (12%) when compared
to overall Greater Geelong (8%).

BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016

The main Barwon Heads industries that people work in
are health care and social assistance (15.2%), education
and training (12.8%), construction (12.6%) and retail trade
8.9%.
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KEY ISSUES
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HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT MANAGING GROWTH
Barwon Heads is a desirable place
to live!
This places pressures on the settlement boundary and for
infill within the existing township. In turn this can impact
on infrastructure and service capacity.
A key part of the Structure Plan Update is how to
manage this growth pressure.
Housing supply is limited. It may be appropriate to not
allow any further green field development, but there
will continue to be change in the housing stock and this
will need to be managed.
We are governed by state and local policy that do
not allow for an option to entirely stop development.

G21 Regional Context
•
•

Barwon Heads is not an identified growth area for
Greater Geelong like Ocean Grove or Drysdale.
This does not mean no growth whatsoever, but must
be considered in the context of state and local policy
and infrastructure provision.

Housing Diversity Strategy 2008
•
•
•

Sets the housing policy for Greater Geelong.
Plan for a range of housing types and sizes and
adaptability.
Identifies areas that are know as ‘Increased Housing
Diversity Areas’ within 400m of the town centre. These
areas are zoned as Residential Growth.

Current Structure Plan directions
•
•

•

Council’s Housing Diversity Strategy 2008 sets
the housing policy for the City.

Recognises the Housing Diversity Strategy policy.
Section 3.3.1: “Encourage appropriate infill
development and medium density housing in
residential zones where infrastructure can be
managed and development respects the low scale
character of the township.”
Section 3.3.3: “Support a mix of housing types,
particularly around the town centre, including the
provision of housing choices designed for elderly
persons.”
Section 3.3.1. Direction: “Ensure that development
does not occur outside the defined Settlement
Boundary.”

Most of the housing development that is occurring involves
the one for one replacement of an existing house – rather
than multiple units being built.

•

We need to consider how growth can be managed in
the above context.

Planning Panel for C159 (last Barwon Heads
Structure Plan

MANAGING TOWNSHIP GROWTH POLICY
CONTEXT

•

Future growth in Barwon Heads needs to be considered
within the following policy framework:
Planning Scheme
•

•
•

•

Clause 21.14: “Ensure new housing development
complements the character of Barwon Heads and
provides for a variety of housing sizes and types”.
Clause 21.14: “Maintain a compact urban form and
avoid outward sprawl.”
Council is required to ensure that housing supply can
accommodate population growth for 15 years across
the whole of Geelong, rather than on a town by town
basis.
New development should generally provide for 15
dwellings to be constructed per hectare (including all
roads, parks etc).

BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016

In their conclusions for considering the extension of
the settlement boundary the independent Planning
Panel C159 recognised the Council and community
wishes to oppose development of land outside
of the settlement boundary (particularly south of
Barwon Heads Road), but considered that this was
ill-considered. They encouraged Council and the
community to reconsider the opposition in the context
of environmental benefits that may accrue.

Other State government
•

•
•

The State government in 2013 changed the way
residential zones work and there are now three zones:
Residential Growth (grow), General Residential (some
growth) and Neighbourhood Residential (limited growth
consistent with character or other factors).
Council implemented the zone changes through
planning scheme amendment C300.
State policies, such as the Victorian Coastal Strategy
2014.
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PLANNING PRACTICE NOTE 36: IMPLEMENTING A
COASTAL SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY
This sets out that the location and review of a settlement boundary
should be established through a strategic planning process with a 10
year planning horizon. It should consider the vision, role and function of
the settlement, having regard to development constraints, housing supply
and demand and the context of State and local policies and strategies.
There may be a need to review a coastal settlement boundary over time
due to emerging information about the environmental values of the area,
increased infrastructure capacity or other strategic considerations.
The remainder of this Issues Paper discusses township character,
the town centre, natural environment, flooding and climate change,
infrastructure provision, community facilities, recreation and tourism.

Question:
In the context of state and local policy how can
growth be managed in Barwon Heads?
BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016
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HOUSE BUILDING
STATISTICS
HOW MANY HOUSES ARE BEING BUILT?
•
•
•

Between 2005 and 2015 the numbers of dwellings
increased from 1,812 to 2,218 dwellings across
Barwon Heads (including Thirteenth Beach).
The annual net change is 41 dwellings per year, or
2.0% change.
This figure can vary quite considerably year on year.
For instance in 2011 there was a net change of 88
dwellings; whereas in 2015 it was 21.

HOW REAL IS THE DENSITY INCREASE?
•

•

•

On average there are 11 dwellings being demolished
each year; or around 25% of construction projects.
This is an important indicator of how many dwellings
are being changed each year.
Most dwellings that were constructed between 2006
and 2015 involve the construction of one residential
dwelling (78%); although this declined to 71% between
2013 and 2015.
Between 2013 and 2015 there were 101 construction
projects. 25 of these projects (25%) resulted in two or
more dwellings being constructed on the site. Around
eight projects per year. 80% of these projects resulted
in the number of dwellings on a lot being only two.

Ultimately these figures indicate that most projects
involve the construction of one dwelling on a vacant
site, or the one-for-one replacement of an existing
dwelling with another. Generally when there is a onefor-one replacement this involves the replacement of
smaller older stock with a large modern dwelling. This has
an implication on character (see Residential Character
Section).
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DENSITY AND LAND USED
•
•

The amount of land used per dwelling is decreasing.
In 2005 this was on average 668m², which has
decreased to 651m² in 2015.
Development over the past three years shows that
smaller sized lots are being developed. This resulted
in on average 576m² in the General Residential Zone 2
and on average 433m² in the Residential Growth Zone
3.

Ultimately this is a reflection of the change in
policy at the state and local level for residential
constructions to provide for more housing diversity
and efficiency of development.
RESIDENTIAL SUPPLY AND VACANT LAND
•
•

On January 1, 2016 there was a total of 120 vacant
lots for Barwon Heads (incl Thirteenth Beach). There
were also 28 dwellings under construction.
There is minimal future greenfield supply identified
for the next 10 years. There is a small extension
of approximately 30 lots to the Seabanks Estate
identified within the existing settlement boundary.

Based on current annual dwelling construction rates
there is around four years of residential supply
(undeveloped or vacant land) remaining in Barwon
Heads. However this figure becomes more difficult with
low land supply due to demand economics.
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TOWNSHIP
CHARACTER

RESIDENTIAL
CHARACTER

The existing character of Barwon Heads is strongly
valued by its residents and visitors. The vision for Barwon
Heads focuses on the natural landscapes surrounding the
township and the creation of an ‘island’ community nestled
with important coastal vegetation, pristine river, coast and
wetland natural features many of which are environmentally
significant and sensitive.

Introduction

The Planning Scheme sets out the policy and design
objectives for how character is managed in Barwon Heads.
Much of this is based on the Urban Design Framework
(UDF) that was prepared by the Council and Community in
2003. This is now an older document, but is still relevant.
Character is discussed in terms of residential and town
centre on the following pages.

Hansen Partnerhsip have been engaged to undertake an
assessment of the residential character of Barwon Heads
and to assess the need for any new controls to protect or
enhance this character.

How does planning influence
character?
Planning can only influence character when a permit is
required or through the application of zones. Almost
all development that does require a permit will need
to consider ‘neighbourhood character’, particularly in
residential areas.
In general, policy will either direct that the ‘existing
character’ is ‘respected’ or that new development
‘responds’ to this character or that development achieves
a ‘preferred future character’.
WHAT IS ACTUALLY LOOKED AT?
Neighbourhood character is the combination of the
PUBLIC and PRIVATE realms. It relates primarily to how an
area is perceived from the street. The kinds of things that
are considered in defining an areas character are shown in
the box over the page.
Planning controls generally relate to development on private
land. However, Council decisions such as street tree planting
or upgrades to infrastructure (such as drainage or roads) can
also affect character.
Unless there is clear policy that outlines an existing or
preferred future character then an assessment will occur on
a site-by-site basis and only the adjoining area / properties
will be looked at in assessing the ‘fit’ of new development.
This has implications for Barwon Heads which will be
explained further on the following pages.

BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016
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CONTRIBUTORY ‘PRIVATE’ ELEMENTS
BUILDING SITING:

OPEN SPACE AND INTERFACES:

Front setbacks

Amount of open space

Spacing between buildings / Rhythm

Landscaping within the front setback,
relationship to street

Lot size and site coverage

Presence of canopy trees in private realm

Car parking / Garages

Fences (style and height)

BUILDING FORM:

‘PUBLIC’ ELEMENTS INCLUDE:

Building height

Topography

Building mass

Natural features such as rivers

Building materials

Road widths and types

Architectural details / consistency

Footpaths and verges

Roof form

Street trees

BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016
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The ‘existing character’ of Barwon
Heads
Current planning policy identifies a key strategic objective
related to the character of Barwon Heads:

“To protect the unique character of
Barwon Head as a small coastal village
located within a sensitive environmental
and significant landscape setting.”
Key contributing factors identified in the current vision are:
1. The surrounding landscape – this is not part of the
Residential Character Assessment, but should be
considered as part of broader Structure Plan update.
2. “Small Coastal Village” – the key question for this
project is: what does this mean in terms of specific
built form outcomes.

Question:
Is this vision in
terms of the town’s
character still
relevant?
METHODOLOGY

EXISTING RESIDENTIAL CHARACTER STUDY
There is a Residential Character Study for Barwon Heads
(from 2001) that is referenced in the current Structure
Plan. These current guidelines are relatively generic and
in many cases, are now out of date given development
that has occurred since they were drafted. They are not
a reference document in the Greater Geelong Planning
Scheme.
Key elements of character identified in the Residential
Character Study across a range of precincts were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retained vegetation / Established gardens
Low building scale
Low / no fencing
Mix of materials
Flat / skillion roofs
Informal streets
Mix of building forms

The ‘traditional’ Barwon Heads
• Much smaller building footprints
• Generally informal entries with a
greater engagement with the street,
and unsealed accessways
• Informal landscaping
• Much less brick, majority are fibro or
weatherboard

The first step is to assess and define, if possible, the
‘existing character’. An important part of this is to look past
perceptions of character to objectively assess existing built
form.
Hansen used a combination of GIS mapping from Council’s
data sets, review of aerial photography and on the ground
site visits. Hansen has visited and assessed every street in
the township (you may have seen Hansen out and about!)
This supported three key pieces of work:
•

•

•

A ‘Street Assessment’: looked at what had the greatest
influence on the character of each street, and how
much the ‘public’ vs the ‘private’ realm contributed.
A ‘Character Matrix’ which looked at the GIS mapping
and sought to identify any key commonalities which
may define particular areas of the township.
A review of the existing character precincts to cross
reference the elements identified as defining each with
on the ground observations.

BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016
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The ‘evolving character’ of Barwon
Heads
KEY OBSERVATIONS: GENERAL
As with many small coastal settlements, there is a clear
‘perception’ of character which differs somewhat from
the ‘existing’ character. There are still examples of the
‘traditional’ Barwon Heads buildings, but these are the
minority.
Many of the elements identified in the earlier study as
key elements of the character are no longer evident. Key
examples of this are:
1. The ‘blending’ of public and private space through
the integration of landscaping and absence of high
fencing.

KEY OBSERVATIONS: SPATIAL
Some areas of the township do have particular characteristics
that are observable (Map 4):
• The area south of Bridge Road is strongly influenced by
the informal nature of the public realms and topography.
• Areas west of Golf Links Road and most areas north of
Geelong Road have a more ‘suburban’ character, typical of
many new growth areas.
• Houses along the estuary edge tend to be larger and more
prominent.
• The areas immediately north of Barwon Heads Road
and around the town centre have a greater proportion of
streets with ‘traditional’ built form.
• Warrenbeen Court has a distinct low density, vegetated
character.
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Most houses in Barwon Heads actually have high fences.
Many dwellings also have a more formal front landscape
character and while there are some with an informal
character. In many cases this is hidden behind high fencing
and does not contribute significantly to perceptions of a
streets character.
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dwellings appear to be getting much larger.
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While some flat and skillion roofs are evident the majority
of roof forms within Barwon Heads are pitched and there
has been a notable trend towards a more steeply pitched
form among recent development.
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4. Informal streetscapes.
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There is a real mix of streetscapes across the town, with
some newer areas including rollover kerbs and swales
and the area south of Bridge Road having a very informal
character. Much of the remaining areas of the township are
mixed.
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In assessing character, particular attention has been paid to
how much the PRIVATE realm contributes to the character
of each street in order to allow Hansen to understand how
much impact on character changes in the PRIVATE realm
would have (and therefore how important controls would be).

ads roa

Particularly notable is that in older areas the public realm
has the greater influence on character, with informal
streetscapes and vegetation minimising the impact of
‘private’ development.
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MAP 4: OBSERVATIONS OF SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT

TREND A

TREND B

Housing building statistics are set out on page 18.
These show that there is a significant amount of housing
development occurring in Barwon Heads.
Only a small proportion of development is medium density
development (less than 25%). Most of this development has
been through dual occupancies or subdivision of existing
blocks. As such, the major influence on Barwon’s character
has been, and is likely to be, the development of single
dwellings.
Currently there are no specific controls around the
development of single dwellings in most parts of Barwon
Heads.
Reviewing recent development in Barwon Heads there are
clearly two distinct ‘styles’ of new development occurring.
These are outlined below and illustrated by the adjoining
photographs.

RECENT DEVELOPMENT TREND A
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Larger footprints
More dominant sealed crossovers
Larger garages, often set forward of the building
frontage
More frequently double storey
Increased use of render and a greater mix of
materials on individual dwellings
Less vegetation in front setbacks
Heavy framing and emphasis on entries
Frequently, ‘standard’ or ‘catalogue’ dwellings

RECENT DEVELOPMENT TREND B
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architecturally designed / bespoke
Very strong emphasis on vertical timber cladding
Steeply pitched roofs or skillion roofs
Simple material palettes
No fencing or permeable timber fencing
Strong native landscape

Question: Is this analysis surprising?
BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016
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The ‘preferred future character’ of
Barwon Heads
The character of new building form can either respond to
an ‘existing character’ or to a ‘preferred future character’.
Given the diversity of the existing character ‘on-theground’ in Barwon Heads, relying on existing character
to guide future development may not meet community
expectations in relation to character.
It may therefore be necessary to define a preferred
future character which reflects the elements of selected
development within the township in order to more
accurately reflect what the community values about
Barwon Heads character.
Consultation with the community will be important in
drawing out what the key elements of character they
would ‘prefer’ to see in future built form. Once this has
been identified, the role that planning has to play in
achieving this can be further explored.

IDENTIFIED CHARACTER ELEMENTS
Key elements of character identified by the project team
that could define the community aspirations and broader
‘vision’ for the township include:
•

A modest site coverage and retention of side
setbacks.

•

A mix of dwelling types, single and double storey
dwellings with modest medium density development
that presents to the street as single dwellings rather
than apartment forms.

•

Larger front setbacks for double storey forms to avoid
dominance.

•

Garages to be set behind building frontages and not
dominate the public interface.

•

Simple material palletes, with a strong focus on timber
/ weatherboard.

•

Low or no fencing. If fencing is provided it should be
visually permeable and reflect recent fencing (e.g.
permeable vertical timber fences).

•

Sufficient front setbacks to provide meaningful
landscape with a strong preference for native and
indigenous plantings in an informal setting.

•

Accessways to remain unsealed and streets to retain
an ‘informal’ character.
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HOUSING DIVERISTY & CHARACTER
As part of broader strategic planning objectives, Council
seeks to diversify the types of housing available near all
town centres to make sure there are options available to
residents within their existing communities (for example,
smaller dwellings for people as they age). The existing
policy identifies that development in areas closest to shops
and services must ‘evolve’ but should still ‘complement’ the
character of Barwon Heads.
So while there is likely to be change that occurs in some
areas of the township, it will be important for this assessment
to explore the ways to balance developing a greater diversity
of housing close to facilities while still reflecting the preferred
character outcomes identified through this process.

Question:
What are the key
elements of character
that are important to
the community?
Question:
What type of more
intensive housing
would be most
complementary?
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•

How to manage future
development
The update of the Structure Plan is exploring options to
manage and control future built form within Barwon Heads.
There is a need to strike the right balance and make sure any
changes to policy appropriately target the things which have
the most influence on preferred future character and are not
unnecessarily onerous.
As identified, much of the change in character that
has occurred over recent years has been through the
development of single dwellings. There are currently no
specific controls for single dwellings (other than in particular
areas affected by Overlay controls). A decision therefore
needs to be made as to whether controls should be applied.
These will have cost and time implications for planning
permit applicants. For example, if fencing and landscaping
is important then should a permit be triggered for any
development within the residential areas to make sure there
is low or no fencing? And is restricting the ability of people to
fence their properties a level of control that the community is
comfortable with?

OPTIONS FOR MANAGING DEVELOPMENT
There are a number of options for managing character
within appropriate areas of Barwon Heads in the future.
These fall into two main categories: through the Greater
Geelong Planning Scheme (which gives them legal status);
or outside the Planning Scheme.

•

•

•

Requiring a permit for development that doesn’t meet
certain benchmarks (i.e. for a site coverage greater
than 50% or a fence higher than 1m). This might
be a ‘middle ground’ approach, allowing Council to
consider development that is not in keeping with any
preferred character but not imposing any additional
requirements on people who fit within a preferred
model for development.
Adjusting schedules to the residential zones (this can
controls only certain elements such as site coverage
and setbacks). This would only be useful if a permit
was triggered, but could be an effective tool within
housing diversity areas.
Adjusting subdivision controls could restrict the ability
of people to subdivide lots in some areas, however,
lot sizes are fairly mixed already.
Applying vegetation controls. This is probably not
applicable in most areas but is being assessed within
the Warrenbeen Court area.

Options for controls that could be applied to appropriate
areas outside the Planning Scheme include:
•

•

Design guidelines for new buildings, or for
landscaping and fences. This would be useful in
providing a clear understanding for applicants as to
the ‘preferred future character’ but would be difficult
to enforce.
Streetscape design guidelines. Changes to the
streetscape would have a significant impact in
some parts of the town and ensuring that there is a
consistent approach could reinforce some character
attributes.

Options for controls that could be applied to appropriate
areas of Barwon Heads within the Greater Geelong Planning
Scheme include:
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Question:
What levels of planning controls would be
appropriate (if any)?
Question:
What other types of controls or guidelines
should be considered?
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TOWN CENTRE
CHARACTER

TOWN CENTRE

The Urban Design Framework 2003 (UDF) recognises
the character of the town centre to be one of ‘casual
beachyness and unpolished’ with varied front boundary
setbacks and mixed built form and materials.

Planning Scheme Clause 21.14:

A set of design objectives were prepared within the UDF
that were subsequently incorporated into the Greater
Geelong Planning Scheme as a part of the last Structure
Plan review C159. These are set out in Design and
Development Overlay – Schedule 25 (DDO25). This
provides design guidelines that seek development to
respect the predominant height in the street and of
adjacent properties, by generally restricting buildings to a
maximum height of two storeys. It also seeks to enhance
the established coastal character of the Town Centre and
to protect the views and vistas from the Town Centre to
the Barwon River and the coast.
The two storey height guidance of the town centre
conflicts with the 10.5m height limited allowed within the
Residential Growth Zone 3. However, both of these areas
are located within the Increased Housing Diversity Area
and the Structure Plan Update will need to address this
discrepancy.
Improvement concepts for the Barwon Heads Streetscape
were developed in conjunction with the development of the
UDF. Redevelopment works for the centre were undertaken
in 2007 including street lighting, removal of overhead
powerlines, new road and footpaths, tree planting and
street furniture.

Question:
Are there any
improvements
you think could be
achieved within the
town centre?
2
Note the state government changes to retail and
commercial zones in 2013 mean that a ‘Shop’ or ‘Food and Drink’
premises with a floor area 100m² or less and within 100m of a
commercial zone or mixed use zone is now permitted. This policy will
need to be amended to recognise this change that is set by the State
Government.
BARWON HEADS STRUCTURE PLAN UPDATE OCTOBER 2016

“Ensure the Hitchcock Avenue shopping
centre remains the focus of retail
activity in Barwon Heads”
“Restrict new commercial
development to the existing business
and mixed use zones in Hitchcock
Avenue between Bridge Road and
Ozone Road and the south side of
Bridge Road.” 2
The Barwon Heads centre is located along Hitchcock
Avenue and Bridge Road. It is defined as a ‘town centre’
under the retail centre hierarchy for Greater Geelong –
similar to other towns on the Bellarine. In the draft 2016
Geelong Retail Strategy this is defined as:
“Major community shopping locations providing weekly
grocery shopping for the local township in combination
with speciality store shopping that also services visitors to
the region.”
Barwon Heads has 9,800m² of available floorspace in
2014; including the Mixed Use Zone area from Clifford
Parade to Ozone Road. In 2014 there was 1,100m² of
vacant floorspace. Based on population the available
floorspace is in excess of what is required for Barwon
Heads (7,200m²). Taking account of population projections
to 2031 this available floorspace is still expected to be
adequate to support the population (9,300m²; or an
excess of 500m²).
The centre serves the local area and there is no major
anchor. The retail anchor for the town is the small 430m²
IGA supermarket. This is a convenience supermarket and
residents need to travel outside of Barwon Heads to visit a
major supermarket.
There is currently a planning permit application before
Council for the redevelopment of the supermarket site.
The proposal would more than double the retail floor area
of the supermarket to around 1,000m² and construct four
two bedroom retail units above.
Overall the size of the town centre is considered
appropriate for the duration of the Structure Plan. Note
that no analysis has been undertaken for the implications
of an extension to the settlement boundary.
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NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT
Planning Scheme Clause 21.14:

The Barwon Heads community highly value the coastal
setting and surrounding landscapes, many of which are
recognised by the indigenous community. It is bounded
by three significant water systems, Lake Connewarre and
Murtnaghurt Lagoon to the north and west, the Barwon
river to the north and east, and Bass Strait to the south
with the scenic foreshore of Thirteenth Beach.

“Protect the unique character of Barwon
Heads as a coastal village located within
a sensitive environment and significant
landscape setting.”

The Murtnaghurt Lagoon together with Reedy Lake and
the Barwon River estuary form an important internationally
recognised Bellarine Peninsula RAMSAR site – regulated
by the Federal Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999. Lake Connewarre also
incorporates the Lake Connewarre State Game Reserve
managed by Parks Victoria. This area is available for duck
shooting during times of the year, which could potentially
conflict with residential and recreation pursuits.

There are also numerous other State
and local strategies and policies that
govern the management of the natural
environment areas.
Threatened species of flora and fauna are located within
the area, including habitats of internationally and nationally
recognised migratory birds.

The Bluff, located at the south eastern edge of the town, is
one of the significant landscape features of the Peninsula.
The Barwon Bluff Marine Sanctuary extends southeast
from the bluff and covers 17 hectares of sea and provides
for a diverse range of marine flora and fauna.

Many of these environmental and landscape areas
are protected by planning controls such as Significant
Landscape Overlays (SLOs), Environmental Significance
Overlays (ESOs) and Vegetation Protection Overlays
(VPOs). A future review of the councils Biodiversity
Strategy will consider updating ESOs and VPOs.

MAP 5: ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES
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TITLE NEWS GOTHIC
MEDIUM CAPS
25PT BHSP GREEN

Concerns have been raised by State Government
Department for Environment Land Water and Planning,
as well as Council’s Environment and Engineering Teams
regarding the potential development of land outside of the
current settlement boundary and the implications on these
sensitive locations.
Of particular concern is the impact development could
have for managing stormwater runoff and the issue of
additional capacity from storm surge and potential climate
change. Concerns raised include:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Implications on the ecological character of the
RAMSAR wetland; and impacts such as sedimentation,
pollution and nutrient loads from an urbanising
environment.
Impacts on riparian vegetation, including the impacts
on mangroves and coastal saltmarsh vegetation.
Impacts on the hydrological regime of the lagoon.
Possible need for an Environment Effects Statement
relating to activities being controlled activities.
Addressing land use conflicts between the State Game
Reserve where hunting is permitted at various times of
the year and residential or recreational uses.
Whether it is possible to address stormwater
management on site.

Question:
Should planning
controls be applied
to Warrenbeen Court
to protect vegetation
and limit future
development?

VEGETATION PROTECTION - WARRENBEEN
COURT
Council commissioned Ecology Heritage Partners to
conduct a significant tree assessment within private land
at Warrenbeen Court. The study recognises that the area
contains threatened indigenous Moonah vegetation that is
of State significance under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee
Act. There is a threat from management of the Moonah,
particularly in the understorey. There are also large old
trees present that provide good quality habitat for native
fauna.
Titles within the study area are protected by the Covenants
that are listed against the titles. The Covenants restrict
the development of land to building platforms identified
on the Neighbourhood Design Plan. However, there is
no direct measures to protect vegetation; other than on
sites greater than 0.4ha protected by Clause 52.17 of the
Planning Scheme.
The covenant protection expires on 31 December 2020
and after this time there will be no protection of trees
or restrictions on subdivision in the General Residential
Zone. Without any planning protections within this area
there is a significant risk to trees and habitats. To enable
the continued protection of vegetation in the area Council
could consider a number of options, such as changing the
zone to neighbourhood residential and restricting further
subdivision; and/ or including an appropriate overlay on
the land. Note there is currently a restriction on further
subdivision under the covenant.
Overlays that could be included on the land:
•

•

•

Environmental Significance Overlay. This would
protect the trees and their habitats and also require
a permit for most building works. This would provide
the best protection for the trees, habitats and
understorey.
Vegetation Protection Overlay. This would protect
the trees only, but not trigger a permit for dwelling or
outbuilding construction (unless a tree is removed); or
Significant Landscape Overlay. This would
consider vegetation in the context of the landscape
setting and require a permit for some building works.

A full copy of the study findings are available at
www.geelongaustralia.com.au/yoursay
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FLOODING AND
CLIMATE CHANGE
Barwon Heads township is located on low lying land since
it originally made up part of the floodplain for the Barwon
River. The majority of the Barwon Heads township is well
protected from riverine flooding by high ground to the
east and the levee located to the north west. Land west
of the current township boundary is subject to flooding,
originating from Murtnaghurt Lagoon. Land subject to 1%
(1 in 100 year) flooding events are shown in Map 6.
The township does experience relatively frequent drainage
related ‘stormwater’ flooding resulting from the flat nature
of the town and the ability to adequately drain water flows.
This is currently managed by:
•

•

Special building Overlay. Most of the land effected by
stormwater flooding is covered by a Special building
Overlay. This ensures development manages the flood
hazard by elevating floor levels and allowing the free
passage of floodwaters.
Pumping station. A new pump station was constructed
in Clifford Parade to more efficiently convey
stormwater to the river. This has been designed to
cater for more frequent, lower intensity rain events
and will not eliminate flooding.

Council recognises that flooding is a problem for the
existing township area and future infill development. It
would be impossible to eliminate all flooding by increasing
capacity of the underground drain network. There may be
a need for planning controls to be put in place to address
localised stormwater flooding. This would limit how people
could redevelop their properties in the future. Problems
resulting from groundwater and river levels may also
provide limits on the ability to undertake future drainage
additions.

CLIMATE CHANGE
The Victorian Coastal Inundation Dataset provides a high
level assessment of the potential risks from sea level
rise and storm surge at a state wide regional scale. It
compares 2009 with 2040, 2070 and 2100. Due to the
high level (state wide) methodology used, the outcomes
from this study can be used as a guide.
State datasets show that there are issues with potential
future sea level rise for the Murtnaghurt swamp area. The
local coastal assessment (see across) did not assess this
area west of the township boundary. Further assessment
by a developer would be needed of the local level impacts
in this location prior to potential development being
considered.
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Planning Scheme:
Requires Council to plan for a 2100 year
sea level rise, or 0.8m for new
greenfield development.
Flooding, storm surge and sea level rise
events are likely to increase as a result
of climate change so future
development needs to be managed.
Council also has a Climate Adaptation Strategy 2011.
To further the objectives of this strategy Council has
undertaken an inundation report for the Bellarine
Peninsula – Corio Bay Local Coastal Hazard
Assessment. This provides a more refined local level
assessment than the State datasets and considers
mitigation or defence measures already in place.
Two compartment areas address Barwon Heads:
•

Compartment 2: Blue Rocks to Barwon Estuary.
Thirteenth Beach is backed by high dunes/ cliffs at
the central and eastern ends of the beach. Due to the
height of cliffs in the area the likelihood of dune/ cliff
breaching and flooding the low-lying hinterland is very
low.

•

Compartment 3. Barwon Heads, Barwon Estuary
and Lake Connewarre. Currently the Barwon Heads
township is protected by a series of high vertical and
masonry retaining walls. These protect the hinterland
properties against high river and coastal flooding
events with wall elevations ranging from 1.6m to over
3m AHD. There is a section near Ozone Road with no
protection; however this backs onto high ground.
Low lying, undeveloped areas of the estuary are
inundated under a 1% (1 in 100 year) storm tide event
with no sea level rise. For all increases on this level in
sea level and catchment based flooding, inundation
extents increase, with sea level rises of 0.5m and
greater impacting on dwellings at Ocean Grove and
Barwon Heads, including some sites remote from
the riverfront. A 1% AEP storm tide event with sea
level rise of 0.2m is largely contained within the
river channel due to the presence of low-crested
revetments along the riverbank.

The map overpage shows the flood risk (1 in 100 year)
and climate change risk to 2070 and 2100. Risks shown
in the map are for events that occur under a 1% (1 in 100
year) storm tide on top of sea level rise scenarios. So
this does not mean constant inundation - only in situations
when a 1% event occurs! The map can help policy makers
plan for future climate change scenarios and implications.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

SEWER AND WATER PROVISION
Barwon Water provides water and sewer services. There
is currently sufficient water and sewer capacity available
to meet the needs of the existing township as well as infill
development. Sewer upgrades for the town from 2009 to
2011 can cater for the growth of Barwon Heads over the
next 20 to 30 years.

•

•
•

A range of improvements to Hitchcock Avenue,
including new loading zones, a mail zone, new
pedestrian crossing near Clifford Parade, road width
reductions.
Part of Clifford Parade converted to one way traffic
between Grove Road and Hitchcock Avenue and
improved parking restrictions.
Transfer of arterial road status to Golf Links Road.

However, outside of the settlement boundary, additional
water supply works would be required at the developers
cost. In regards to the sewer system this could potentially
be serviced by the No.11 pump station to accommodate
flows from this area. Detailed servicing plans would need
to be considered.

Future works will include the reconstruction of Golf Links
Road, with cycle lanes provided. There will be further
extension of the 40km per hour zone on Hitchcock and
extension of 2 hour parking restrictions to Ozone Road.

ACCESS AND MOVEMENT

Many of the residential streets in Barwon Heads have no
formal footpaths with wide grassy verges and a lack of
kerb and channel being common. Especially in older areas.

Residents continuously raise traffic volumes and the supply
of parking as an issue requiring attention by the City.
To respond to concerns raised by residents a Barwon
Heads Traffic and Parking Study was undertaken by GTA
consultants and adopted by Council in 2010. The study
responded to concerns raised at the last structure plan
review and was an update of a similar report prepared in
2003.
The report outlines that issues around traffic and parking
are worsened by the significant increases in visitor traffic
during the peak holiday periods in December/ January.
Outside of these peak times volumes on the arterial and
collector roads are within the capacity of these roads
and consistent with their function under the road system.
Likewise, for parking outside of the key peak periods there
is generally sufficient capacity within the commercial area
to cater for parking demands.

Walking and cycling

Barwon Heads is becoming increasingly popular for
cyclists. However the only formal routes are on-road cycle
lanes located along Golf Links Road between Bridge Road
and Geelong Road. There are off-road routes located
around the Bluff and the Village Park. New or improved onroad bicycle lanes along Bridge Road, Hitchcock Avenue
and Geelong Road/ Barwon Heads Road are subject to
future budget funding and council strategic documents.
Off Road cycle provision and improvements have also
been provided along most of Ewing Blyth Road connecting
to Thirteenth Beach at Stephens Parade.
The Barwon Heads Walks project was undertaken in
2012 and is used by council to prioritise improvements
to the footpath network for Barwon heads and improve
connectivity.

To improve traffic and parking Council has put in place a
number of recommendations from the Study and to deliver
directions in the Structure Plan. Some highlights are:

Council will continue to undertake improvements to the
road and pedestrian network when funding is available.
Improvements to footpath and other infrastructure
for towns such as Barwon Heads may need to be
implemented through a Special Rates and Charges
Scheme.

•

Public transport

•
•

On street parking improvements around the town
centre, including increased parking restrictions along
Hitchcock Avenue and standardisation of parking bays
in town centre area.
Improved and formalised parking on both sides of
Flinders Parade.
Reduction of speed limits, including 40km/hr limits
in Hitchcock Avenue and part of Bridge Road. And
50km/hr limits in Sheepwash Road.
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Bus route 55 currently operates to Barwon Heads. Public
Transport Victoria have advised that there are no current
proposals to increase services to Barwon Heads.
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Question:
What issues have you had with parking or
access?
Question:
What time of the day or week have there been
issues?
Question:
What would you consider as appropriate
potential options to address parking in the
future?
Some options may include:
• Park and ride for visitors
• Residents permit parking
• Special Rates and Charges scheme to fund
future parking development or additional car
parks.
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COMMUNITY
FACILITIES
Since the last Structure Plan
Council prepared a Social
Infrastructure Plan to plan 2014
– 2031 (SIP) for services and
facilities.

The town also has a community Arts Garden at Moonah
Gates Park. This is a vibrant community gardening, display
and gathering space.
The SIP highlights a gap in respite services for people
in the township and the need for library services to be
improved in Ocean Grove to also provide for Barwon
Heads. There are also issues with the ageing population
and provision of facilities that cater for this. The Planning
Scheme seeks to cater for these needs by allowing a mix
of housing facilities and types. Currently there are no aged
care facilities in Barwon Heads.
Barwon Heads has a Primary School located in Golf
Links Road. Enrolment at the school has been steadily
increasing from 325 students in 2010 to a current
enrolment of around 460. Based on advice from the
Department of Education and Training it is not necessary
to allocate further land for educational purposes and there
is capacity to expand the current school if necessary.
Note. This does not consider a future expansion to
the settlement boundary, which may require Council to
allocate land for a future primary school.

A range of local services support the Barwon Heads
township. Some of the larger services are catered for
by Ocean Grove. The main community facilities in the
township are the Council owned Barwon Heads Senior
Citizens Club and the Bop Bop Karrong Centre managed
by Council, as well as the Barwon Heads Hall owned
and operated by Barwon Heads Association. Bop Bop
Karrong is a new purpose built early years services facility
that opened early 2015. It provides a kindergarten that
currently caters for 130 kids as well as offering other
family services and a multi-purpose space.
The old kindergarten building in Clifford Avenue is owned
by Council and is currently vacant. Council has not yet
resolved a way forward for how the site could be used.

The population of Barwon Heads is unlikely to be sufficient
to sustain a financially viable child care centre and may
need to continue to be provided elsewhere.

MAP 7: COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND RECREATION
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Planning Scheme Clause 21.14:
Sets out a need to “Continue upgrading
the Barwon Heads Village Park and
foreshore reserves in accordance with
established master plans.”

There have been other studies to identify trail
opportunities in the broader area from Barwon Heads:
•

The Geelong to Barwon Heads Trail was considered
through an extensive research and community
engagement process and it was determined to be
unachievable.

•

The Barwon Heads Rover Parklands Strategy 2012
recommends works to install board walks upstream
of Sheepwash road, which is popular with anglers and
tourists who are impacting the sensitive saltmarsh
environment. The cost at around $1 million is
significant and is subject to Parks Victoria funding.

•

The Growing Adventure Tourism in Barwon South
West – Cycle tourism Strategy nominates a number of
potential regional trails for the region. This includes a
Queenscliff to Barwon Heads Coastal Trail, which has
not yet been investigated for feasibility.

Barwon Heads provides a range of recreation
opportunities. Most of the town’s provision for open space
is focussed on the Barwon Heads Village Park, the coast
and river estuary.
Village Park provides for a range of active and passive
recreational opportunities, including tennis, cricket,
soccer, bowls, pony and scout clubs, an adventure
playground and extensive paths and amenity areas. It also
contains sections of significant Moonah vegetation, some
of which predates European settlement.
The Barwon Heads Village Master Plan was reviewed in
2012. A number of actions have been delivered under
this plan. High priority actions that have not yet been
implemented include car park and traffic management
works and an upgrade to the sporting pavilion to better
serve the needs of women and girls soccer participants.
Football and netball provision is provided at Howard
Hammer Oval, which is located within the caravan park and
is managed and maintained by Barwon Coast Committee
of Management. There is also a surf club located at
Thirteenth Beach.
The Open Space Strategy sets out that there is a shortage
of open space in the area north of Taits Road. The
Geelong Play Strategy 2012-2020 also highlights a gap in
play space provision on the western edge of the town and
south of Bridge Road.

Question:
Is there currently any
issues accessing a
service or you are
required to travel out
of the township?

When considering Barwon Heads and Ocean Grove as
a whole there is evidence of capacity issues for sports
provision between the two towns. The ability to provide
additional active provision is significantly constrained
on the Village Park and would not be able to provide the
minimum 8ha required.
A feasibility study for the ‘Round the Heads Trails’ was
completed in 2009. The trail would establish a continuous
11.5km recreation trail around Barwon Heads. To proceed
to detailed design would require permanent or part closure
of a section of the Lake Connewarre State Game Reserve,
potential acquisition or negotiation of private land and
available budget.
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TOURISM

Tourism is an essential part of the vitality and economic
future of Barwon Heads. The popularity of the town is a
direct consequence of the natural and scenic values and
recreation the town offers. Other key attractions located
within Barwon Heads include:
•

•
•
•

The Thirteenth Beach Golf Resort and Conference
Centre, which provides 36 holes, one of which is
ranked 24th best in Australia in 2016.
The Barwon Heads Golf Club an 18 hole course which
is ranked the 21st best course in Australia in 2016.
Jirrahlinga Koala and Wildlife Sanctuary
The Barwon Heads Caravan Park that is operated by
the Barwon Coast Committee of Management that
caters for around 450 camping sites.

The Tourism Development Strategy prepared by Tourism
Greater Geelong and the Bellarine sets out that the
Bellarine South area gets around 778,000 visitor trips
per year, with around 265,000 of these as day trips. This
makes up 16% of the market to Geelong.
Barwon Heads is relatively well catered for in terms
of accommodation, but there are opportunities for
reinvestment of existing caravan parks and commercial
establishments, and additional self contained cabin
development accommodation.
The sustainable management of tourism is important in the
context of how this can be managed in terms of high peak
demands on services in the summer peak period.

13TH BEACH RESORT – STAGE C
Stage C of the 13th Beach Resort is currently zoned
Comprehensive Development Zone (CDZ).
Under the current adopted Structure Plan Structure
Plan this allows consideration for the development of
Stage C, provided that it is focussed on an 18 hole golf
course linked to the existing resort that provides a net
environment benefit for the Murtnaghurt Lagoon and
excludes residential development.
During the preparation of the last Structure Plan Council
sought to rezone Stage C as a Rural Conservation Zone.
The Independent Planning Panel under C159 did not
support this. They did note that the zoning of the land
as CDZ will not necessarily be retained for ever and if
a suitable development proposal is not advanced in the
short term (two years) Council could consider revisiting
the zoning of the land and Farming Zone could be the
most appropriate.
No proposal has been lodged by the resort operator since
the Structure Plan was adopted in 2010.

Question:
Do you support a
potential change
of zone to Farming
Zone for Stage C of
13th Beach Resort?
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HAVE YOUR SAY
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HELP SHAPE THE PLACE!
Get involved in the Structure Plan Update
Tell us what you think are the key issues for Barwon
Heads to be considered in the Structure Plan
Complete the Feedback survey:

IN PERSON:

Shape the Place
Workshop

ONLINE:
Visit www.geelongaustralia.com.au/yoursay to make
an online submission.

IN WRITING:

Wednesday 26 October 2016

Send a written submission to Planning Strategy, City of

Barwon Heads Community Hall, 79 Hitchcock Avenue

Greater Geelong, PO Box 104, Geelong, VIC 3220 or

Barwon Heads

drop off at the Ocean Grove Customer Service Centre,

REGISTRATION FOR THIS EVENT HAS NOW

Cnr Presidents Avenue and The Avenue, Ocean Grove.

CLOSED

Drop in Sessions

Email a written submission to Planning Strategy at:
planningstrategy@geelongcity.vic.gov.au

Thursday 27 October 2016:
Session 1:
11am to 1pm. Barwon Heads Community Hall.
Session 2:
5.30pm to 7.30pm. Barwon Heads Senior Citizens.

Submissions close on
10 November 2016

9 Clifford Parade, Barwon Heads
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City of Greater Geelong
PO BOX 104
GEELONG VIC 3220 AUSTRALIA
GENERAL ENQUIRES:
03 5272 5272
www.geelongaustralia.com.au

WWW.GEELONGAUSTRALIA.COM.AU

